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Levels(types) of strategy:-

• Strategies A strategy of a corporation forms a comprehensive master plan 
that states how the corporation will achieve its mission and objectives. It 
maximizes competitive advantage and minimizes competitive disadvantage. 
For example, even though Cadbury Schweppes was a major competitor in 
confectionary and soft drinks, it was not likely to achieve its challenging 
objective of significantly increasing its profit margin within four years 
without making a major change in strategy. Management therefore decided 
to cut costs by closing 33 factories and reducing staff by 10%. It also made 
the strategic decision to concentrate on the confectionary business by 
divesting its less-profitable Dr. Pepper/Snapple soft drinks unit. 
Management was also considering acquisitions as a means of building on its 
existing strengths in confectionary by purchasing either Kraft’s confectionary 
unit or the Hershey Company. The typical business firm usually considers 
three types of strategy: corporate, business, and functional.



• 1. Corporate strategy describes a company’s overall 

direction in terms of its general attitude toward 

growth and the management of its various businesses 

and product lines. Corporate strategies typically fit 

within the three main categories of stability, growth, 

and retrenchment. Cadbury Schweppes, for example, 

was following a corporate strategy of retrenchment 

by selling its marginally profitable soft drink business 

and concentrating on its very successful confectionary 

business. 



• 2. Business strategy usually occurs at the business unit or product level, and 
it emphasizes improvement of the competitive position of a corporation’s 
products or services in the specific industry or market segment served by 
that business unit. Business strategies may fit within the two overall 
categories, competitive and cooperative strategies. For example, Staples, the 
U.S. office supply store chain, has used a competitive strategy to differentiate 
its retail stores from its competitors by adding services to its stores, such as 
copying, UPS shipping, and hiring mobile technicians who can fix computers 
and install networks. British Airways has followed a cooperative strategy by 
forming an alliance with American Airlines in order to provide global 
service. Cooperative strategy may thus be used to provide a competitive 
advantage. Intel, a manufacturer of computer microprocessors, uses its 
alliance (cooperative strategy) with Microsoft to differentiate itself 
(competitive strategy) from AMD, its primary competitor. 



• 3. Functional strategy is the approach taken by a functional area to achieve 
corporate and business unit objectives and strategies by maximizing 
resource productivity. It is concerned with developing and nurturing a 
distinctive competence to provide a company or business unit with a 
competitive advantage. Examples of research and development (R&D) 
functional strategies are technological followership (imitation of the 
products of other companies) and technological leadership (pioneering an 
innovation). For years, Magic Chef had been a successful appliance maker by 
spending little on R&D but by quickly imitating the innovations of other 
competitors. This helped the company to keep its costs lower than those of 
its competitors and consequently to compete with lower prices. In terms of 
marketing functional strategies, Procter & Gamble (P&G) is a master of 
marketing “pull”—the process of spending huge amounts on advertising in 
order to create customer demand. This supports P&G’s competitive strategy 
of differentiating its products from those of its competitors.


